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10/8/7'4 "Rnmon is extremely nocjative about himself and others. He is 


urv.villiri'j to t.ike p.irt in mo>t thinrjs, ami especially refuses to look at books."
 

h U> 7'> "R.tmon Tries no'.\ things, works with others, and is mastering 

,.-,n-f n.,)i.img skills. Mis nitend<ince has been perfect. More important than his 


n."A ,-jhi!ity t< ~.i.n.ind out consonants i-. the fact that he now wants to read."
 

i Tv.o entries, eight months apart, from a teacher's monthly summaries at 


the I .irrunq Onter of The Children's Aid Society's Sloane Center. )
 

A description of an eight year-old's behavior in relation to learning the 


degree; of progress noted is hardly impressive. Yet, to those who accepted the 

was
task of teaching a child whom the school could only despair over, the change 


significant Ramon was among the most difficult pupils at the Learning Center, 


but the governing expectation that he would learn was implicit in his acceptance 


into Use program. Though he clearly had many of the problems described in the \
 

school referral, the Learning Center psychologist also found him, under certain 


conditions, to be alert, intelligent, and receptive to learni.ng. The question was 


''How would he be taught 7 " While Ramon's resistance presented a vigorous chal


lenge, that challenge would be met, along with the others, in the context of crea


tivity and commitment which characterizes this unigue community based educa


tional program.
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What follows is a presentation of the fundamental features of a bilingual 

after school program designed to raise thfc level of. and improve the attitudes 

foward. school achievement on the part of a group of elementary school young 
sters. The description will attempt to trace the evolution of design and practice 
in the program's structure and methodology, in its training and supervision of 
both professional and para professional staff, and in its criteria for the evJjTu-
at ion of the children's progress. Most important, it will exploro the lessons 
learned from the trial and error, review and redirection that took place during 
the LearnHKj Center's first two years of growth. 

THE SETTING AND TUT PROBLEM
 

The setting is New York City's Lower East Side, a community of increas
ing decay <ind poverty despite the services of a few agencies which offer their 
pittance of support to the multi problem residents. The majority of families -
70 are Hispanic (mainly Puerto Rican). 20 ; are Black, and the remaining group, 
approximately 10', ar^ of varied European origin,- East European Jews, Ukrainians
Italians. The latter group, mainly elderly people, stem from earlier migrations 
preceding the more recent Puerto Rican population groups by at least 50 years. 

In the center of Sixth Street, between Avenues B and C, the Sloane Center 
stands like an axis of symmetry, absorbing in equal measure from each extrem
ity the whole 1 panorama of despair ; Through decades of migrations and emigrations, 
through social ills described as anomie, alienation, and juvenile delinquency, 
throuqh.violent power struggles described as ethnic or political clashes leading 
to polarizations, through educational degeneration resulting in kids with no-place-
to go-and-nothing to do who are then'described as lacking mobility, the Sloane 
Center has prevailed., nourished by the sight of flowers in window boxes and on fire 
escapes, by youths walking tall past Junkie Park, by the exchange of love with pare
and children in the neighborhood. 

* * "* 
/

  I 

In 19*3, the Sloane Center bog an to remedy a growing casualty of the neigh
borhood.' Children were growing up on Sixth Street and its environs with the 
stigma of "school failure". Increasing numbers of poor children of normal develop-
merit gave up on their childhood business of learning. While this situation greatly 
reflected the national crisis in urban education, there were added problems for the 
children of the Lower East Side. One wns the disorganization and chaos in the 
District I schools caused by a relentless struggle for control between the United 
Federation of Teachers and the Community School Board. Learning in this en
vironment would be a challenge for any child. For the Spanish-speaking child, 
frequently from an impoverished background, confronted with the task of learning 
to understand, speak, and read English, it was totally confusing and often, para
lyzing. The number of children who "failed" by 1973 had reached overwhelming 
proportions. By the time they 'were in fifth grade, 80° of the district's children 
were reading two years or more below their grade level. 

, 
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Pl-AN A LrARNNCCNT{:IR 

The SU^ine Center's innovative plan of intervention to "rescue" 50 children 

each year from illiteracy and waste was developed with the endorsement of the 


District I School Board and received its funds through the Emergency School Aid 

'Act. administered through the Department of Health, Education and Welfare.* 


Such on after school -.ervice offering a complete diagnostic-prescriptive approach 


to learning problems was unique for a social agency and could evolve as a model 

pmqram for other communities. Who would receive the services and how xvould 

th«*y be offered ^
 

The children to be served by ihe Learning Center were from 7 to 10 years 

of age. Most were referred from the local public schools by teachers, guidance 

counselors, and administrators. The only eligibility requirements were that the 

children be reading two or more years below grade level, be of at least average 

intelligence, arid, in the public school teacher's judgment, be capaMe of function

ing reasonabley well with peers and adults. Children who were retarded or who 

had *_ev^re emotional handicaps could not be accepted since the staff was not or-

gani/ed to handle such problems. Children identified by the Learning Center 

psychologist as needing psychotherapy were referred to Sloane Center's Mental 

Health Unit where they worked with a professional therapist 6n an individual basis 

once a we <¥ k while attending the Learning Center. All of the Learning Center's 

children received an annual physical examination from a Children's Aid Society 

physu.i.m . '
 

The Staff 

By the >n nd of the second year of the Learning Center's operation, the com

position of staff had evolved tc meet the various developmental needs of the chil

dren. The "team" was led by the Learning Center Director, a bilingual Master 

in Social Work who coordinated all aspects of the program and administration.Xjn-

cluding community liaison . A social worker assisted her in providing specific 

services to families of the children in attendance.' A part-time psychologist saw 

each child twice yearly for the purposes of diagnosing his/her problems in relation 

to learning, of evaluating progress, and of proposing appropriate curriculum -

directions to the Head Teacher. The Head Teacher, a professionally trained bi

lingual person with particular skills in the teaching of reading and in curriculum 

development, could use the diagnostic information to maximize the child's partici

pation in all activities ''of the Learning Center. Her essential contribution, however,
 

* Curtrilirient of federal funds' in the, 1975/7f. year has resulted in a program 
reduced to ^0 chilJr^n* and four teachers. Fundinp to sustain the third vear of 
the Learnir.r Center ProrrriT has boen penerously provided by The Louis Calder 
Foundation, W. Alton Joner, foundation. Inc., The gjrospect Hill Foundation, Inc.,. 
Surdna foundation and other fripnds of The Children's Aid Society. 

.*., >'. :.;; . , . r> : ; .-
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was to design a sequential prescription for mastering readinq skills matched to the 
child's abilities and learning stylo. It was then her job fo translate this desiqn to 
each of the seven teachers who worked directly with small groups of children. 

j 
Tht» teachers were'para-professionals, young men and women, most of them 

bilingual, many oriqinntinq from'the Hispanic community. All were experienced in 
workinq with children and a few were involved in teacher-training programs. It 
was their job to quide and support the children's efforts in the activities of the 
Learning Center Open Classroom and in the homogeneously grouped reading program. 

 
Relationship U> f-^°_P_[sj£[c_t Schools 

C«ntac:t with the schools regarding each child was maintained by the staff 
leadership on an onqo'mq taisis. Sharing of information gained through the efforts 
of staff .it the Learning Center frequently helped to redirect a teacher in the public 
school in her .ittitude and approach toward a child. The illumination of his behavior 
through the Learning Center's Insights often restored her belief in his educability 
anrl in her <-<\\n power-to affect it.    

Rolat ion sh_ip_Jto_Pa rentes 	   . ' 

In -/.or-king wit!) parents too, the staff was able to offer some enlightenment 
concerning the futile social and educational growth of their children. Parents bur
dened v.ith the oppre^son.-i of poverty were frequently hopeless and helpless in 
meeting th'-ir i hil'iren 1 -> many needs. Through the techniques of social work inter
vention, the -,taff offered support to the parents m their effort to function as a source 
of Yiurturant.e f.,r their children. 

THF CLNTLK AND ITS PROGRAM 

The entire fop floor of the Sloane Center was transformed into an oasis of ^ 
light and space In -the center. ,i raised area, floating like a ship's deck, divided the 
room into t-.vo parts . Somewhat isolated from the rest, this higher level was the site 

-	 of the C'.titer library . . 
.;] 

Monday through Thursday, toward the end of the Public Schoal day. and usu
ally accompanied by ;i teacher from the Learning Center, the children would come 

' 	 and ascend the stairway to the qi.mt classroom. Then for two-and-a-half hours, they 
experienced learninq in .mother-way than at school, in a program richly embroidered 
with the culture of the.community and with an adult they carnc to know and trust. 
There were musical activities with instruments to accompany familiar songs anJ to 

' expose the youngsters to the music and lyrics of many cultures. In the drama pro
gram, the children could work for a month or more on plays or other projects in z 
'volving acting and movement techniques wh h encouraged greater boldness and 

" clarity o/expression. More too was a place for revelation about the violence and tur-
in a threatening environment. There was a daily fare of crafts activities 



from tie dymci to kite making There wore relay games with phonic and number themes, 
board ganv-s to rravte r , and tape recorders to use for a dialogue, an interview, or even 
a monologue . . There were snacks to be planned and prepared in a variety of ways, 
special lishes to be shopped for, measured, cooked, and offered at times of festivity. 
Learning couUl he : i delight to the mind and the senses. In an infinite number of ways 
that "*mes sac je was broadcast .   "  

The fla-.hing of lights at 3 15 signalled the beginning of the Reading Time cTt the 
Learning Con tor In a basically phonetic, highly structured program which presented 
manageable tasks matched to the child's ability, he or she could function Tn~3prte of 
fear of exposing past failures and risking new ones. Reinforcement of the skills learned 
was an essential part o ( the Reading Time, but was also woven into the activity periods 
which embr KecJ it. Once th" children had discovered the rewards of hard work guided 
by a skilled arid caring person, the Reading Tir.,o became sacred Their objectives for 
the day fulfilled, they could then resume their otrrer activities or pfan further adven-
tures in learning :   ' . 

On F-'ridavs, the entire "team" would meet. Director, Head Teacher, the seven 

group teachers, and occasionally the psychologist and social worker, would review 

the events f.'f.Jhe. week and plan ahead. Responses of specific children, recorded in 

daily logs kept by each teacher, */vere shared with the group as a moans of evaluating 

Individual progress and the worth of the activities themselves. Planning involved ' 

skill training far the touchers, conducted by the Head Tr-acher. the Director or any 

other person with expertise relevant to the objectives put forth. The subject matter
 
for these sessions could move in a myriad of unpredictable pathways.
 
/ /

/
' For, in two years of growing, the Learning^Center became a microcosm of urban 
education in the United States. Hardly a crisis of"the classroom and community failed 
to echfo within its walls. There were issues of curriculum organization and method
ology/ of training and leadership, of con/licts involving race, social class, age and 
sex . />f guestions of .discipline, school-community relations, bilingualism and more. 

* ' *> 

In this historic -trme of bicentennial splendor, when educational facilities for the . 

most Kgo dy^aco-tre ing crippled by drastic cutbacks, what was learned about the ways 

in which a supplementary educational program can ^erve a deprived community 7
 

__._____.__.__. _ __. _ .N^CEN.TER_§)CPE_RIENCJE i . 

A decisive factor in the positive evolution of the Learning Center was the strength 
of commitment which The Children's Aid Society made to its successful development. 
Because of this commitment which involved the Sloane Center Director and the entire 
Learning Center staff, there was a constancy in the appraisal and modification of the 
program from its earliest beginnings. This led to fundamental changes by the second 
year of operation which were essentially part of an effort to simplify, clarify, and 
structure. . ' 



  

Bilingualism 

One area that was affected was that of bilingualism in the Language Arts cur1 
riculum, in particular, the simultaneous presentation of Spanish and English in the 
teaching of Reading. In the belief that the Learning Center's major contribution to 
the Spanish-speaking child was to support his struggle at school to master the Eng
lish language, the bilingual stress with which the pro'gram was begun was modified 
to a bi cultural .one. Although there are still some un'resolved questions concerning 
the-timely use of Spanish or English in the teaching of Reading/the Learning Center 
is committed to the creation of a program which fosters ethnic i den t.i ft cation, partic
ularly for the Hispanic child. This is accomplished through the use of the.Hispanic 
idiom in all its variety (and including the Spanish language) in stories, songs, cook
ing experiences, and celebrations, as well as special focus on the places of origin of 
the community's Spanish-speaking population. The history and culture'of other 
minority children represented at the Learning Center, particularly.Black Americans, 
also plnys nn important role in .he curriculum. 

Testing, the Open Classroom Structure

 » 
The philosophy and structure of the Open Classroom were of primary influence 

in the program at its inception. It was found durir\g the first year, however, that 
undefined physical space contained constant distractions and only reinforced the **" 
children's difficulties in focusing on tasks. !n order to derive the maximum benefits 
from thv s*'tt:nq, it xv,i> docid'Ml to create revisions in the space to form smaller de-
fm»:d nnr.'.js \.vhero small groups could assemble This v/as done by using the basic 
furniture available Ixookc'cises. tables, and screens . 

* " o. 

't was also found that constantly shifting groupings and teachers were not 
or->ly overstimulating. but also didn't allow for the predictability the children needed 
in the new environment. With each child working for the greater part of the session 
with the same teacher, a needed relationship could develop and deepen. With a * 
stable, group of children, there was opportunity for the growth of planning and deci
sion making skills and the sharing of responset to life at home, at school, and at the 
Learning Center. It was only as a.complement to this stable structure that the ele
ments of choice off-onx! by the Open Classroom could be utilized. 

» 

'Leadershi p and Supervi sion . « 
i* .. 

, The strength'in the leadership and supervision of the Learning Center Program, 
reaching a fruitful climax in the spring of 1975. was the most decisive development of 
the second year. In addition to a Learning Center*Director of outstanding administra
tive ability and great sensitivity to the community and the educational and emotional 
needs of its children, an experienced Head Teacher fashioned a reading program for 
each child and served as,.a constant resource for the curriculum of the Open Clas'sroom. 
In the Friday training-workshop-evaluation time, the teachers Would share their ideas 
out of which a purposeful activity plan and objectives would emerge, designed to rein
force and enhance the mastery achieved during the previous week. 

http:nnr.'.js


  

It is important to realize that the richness and appropriateness"of the Open 

Classroom environment and the children's involvement in it were not spontaneous 


events. Rather, they germinated and were developed with the staff collective. 


Carrying out the plans involved on-the job supervision by the Head Teacher arid 


the Learning Center Director.
 

The heart of the Learning Center's success lies in this "process", i.e. . the 

transmission of expertise and the supervision of its implementation. Consequently, « 

, 	 understanding of this p-ocess and its underlying assumptions may yi«ld the most 

constructive lessons for at! community-based ec?Uv_«!!'""» programs. *For. implicit in 

such programs is the belief that community personnel who lack professional credentials 

have, nonetheless, a vital contribution to make because of their familiarityx with the 


culture- of the children (including life style, values, and language) and because of 


their firm commitment to the children's achievement jj^-tearners .
 

The Learning Center saw the community non-professional, frequently an as 

pi ring teacher, as a person whose motivation flowed from a strong desire to build n 

.child's skills and understanding, the better to equip him/her to cope with a frequently 

oppressive and destructive environment. Just as the only fruitful prophecy fo.r the 

children is that they wiM learn', the principles which underlie community-based 

human services iead to the expectation that the community's commitment, in {his case 

to the education of its children, is a deeply felt one. To make this assumption and 

then fr.il to supply the tools for its achievement is.to cause painful frustration and 

demoral' ^aticn ?or the teacher. .The program of supervision and training, the demand 

for weekly and monthly accounlab'fffty, and the ongoing atmosphere of assessment to 

improve performance at the Learning Center were efforts to supply these tools. 
' 	 % 

Based.r^n respect for the motivations and commitment of the staff, the Learning 

Center's leadership offered educational expertise including knowledge of materials 

and details of methodology, how to quage success, when to seek and wheVe to find 

."irrswers to the teaching challenges that were omnipresent. 

The essence of thrs vie'fc fhat a serious educational program can only succeed 

with purposeful direction, standards and accountability for all'concerned with its 

operation rrtoy seem obvious to rr^)ny concerned with quality education for aj| chil-

dren. Yet, it requires statement in order to refute another "belief" encountered in 

community based programs and to some extent operative in the early months of the 

Learning Center. That is. that the absence of direction of inexperienced teachers is 

a sign of respect :md confidence and grants them "autonomy". Tho futility of this 

position was starkly revealed in the teachers' reactions to the program during the 

first year, and again, jn the spring of 1975. The exhiliration of the teaching staff 

at'the end of the second year's program was in sharp contrast to the demoralization, 

self-effacement, and anger expressed by teachers afterv the first six months of a 

barely structured, almost loader less Learning Center 

'"' ^ '-1 ' '; i^ 1 '.4s*i»J.ri'^:«L^ 
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While it r true that the second year teachers were, on the whole, a somewhat 
mt.'-re experienced group, all referred to the invaluable guidance they had received 
from the Director and the Head Teacher and the degree of fulfillment they had ox-
perienced in carrying out trieir assigned jobs. The joyous experience of teaching a 
child who succeeded in learning was.-described by a number of teachers and clearly 
reinforced their interest in becoming credentialed teachers and/or returning to the 
Learning Center in the coming year. Though there were occasional critical comments 
regarding the style in which leadership was sometimes given, any feelings of resent
ment were clearly secondary to the overwhelming appreciation of a consistent and 
we!L-informed guidance. The reliance on professional leadership appeared to be 
most potent in connection with the 35 minute reading period when the children worked 
wjth the same teacher each day on prescribed material. The establishment of this 
"tradition" stands out as a major achievement of the Learning Center. Struggling a-
yainst a variety of non learning behaviors ranging from fearful immobility to restless
ness, the staff persisted and succeeded in its efforts to enforce a time for disciplined " 
and purposeful learning. 

^ 

Within the setting established and with the leadership provided, teachers at the 
Learning Center developed a striking amount of expertise. There was early realiza
tion that success in learning requires many, many experiences. The search for the 
proper "match" - whether it be the one to stimulate, to teach, or to reinforce, was con
tinuous and increasingly creative. 

!" E J> I^FF-S P-t.RCr.PT I ON OF THE LEARNING CENTER 
.' . «* * * 

Despite a high level of morale at the program's closing, many staff members, 
in different ways, voiced regrets about the things they had failed to do. This took . 
the form of a general demand for more preparation time. It is one thing to propose a 

.bi-cyjtijral atmosphere and quite another to be prepaVed with an authentic Puerto 
Rican recipe and a methodology for making Us preparation*^ learning experience. 
As in its attitude towards evaluation criteria, the staffs view was reflective of growth 
in the understanding of the learning, process, including the tools which should be on 
hand in an opportune moment. The proposal for the 1975-76 semester does, in fact. 
call for a core of teachers to spend two hours more each day at the Learning Center 
preparing and planning curriculum/ 

In spite of the shortcomings that were felt by many, the overall response of 
staff members to the 1971-75 year at the Learning Center was in the form of knowledge 
gained on the job. Their responses touched on themselves as teachers, the children '% 
as learners, their feelings about the Center. Below, a polyphony of some hopes and 
insights~ ' » 

"The kids *ork better after they've eaten."
 
"| always let them draw a while before we read." . 
"Drama was great ... i-t got the kids to work together. "
 

^^ 
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"They hardly ̂ ever brought in reports of home . . . they wanted 
to perform fantasy, giants and stuff." 

"The Kids get confused about what days to come . . . must teach 
them the calendar." 

"We could cut out all Tights . . they learned to talk it out".'" 
"When we made lemonade, they learned to measure. They found 

out you don't just throw things together . . . they won't remem
 
her next week. " 


,, "Thr hardest part was coping with the child who ignored you . . .
 
we need more training in how to deal with negativity." 


"The hardest part was to do an on-the-job scene." (without
 
preparation)
 

'Some materials-were a pain. .Why do they call a hat. a cap-1""" 

^ 	"Hot weather makes the kids jumpy." ' 

"The worst punishment was not k'ttingYhem cCTme to the program." 
"fvon if they didn't improve in reading, the place gives them self-

confidence . . . they could say what they didn't know." A
"Everybody here cares . . T"we worked like hell." 

"What we need is time." .-.
 

Many comments apply to children at learning regardless of social class or ethnic' 

background. Some have particular relevance to a life of poverty on New York's Lower* 

East Side or similar neighborhoods. Together they suggest the expertise being devel


   
oped 
   -. -

by .,'j group of young 
-	

men and women 
  

(some 
^ 

with past roots 
- -^ 

in the community, 
, 

r

others stil! connected in many ways) for educating poor minority children who have ' 

already experienced failure at learning. In the creation of such a corps of teachers, j 

the Slo.iru 1 Center and The Children's Aid Society have performed a unique service, \ 

pursued with deliberate effort in tho midst of a community in chaos
 

FR t:ALljAT N 

. . 

The staff's growing awareness of the kind and degree of char ge in the children's
 
attitudes and achievements necessarily led to questions regarding t criteria for 

evaluation. How does one measure progress in a child like Ramon vho has finally
 
stopped "defending" himself from the expected failure of non- learning and is beginning 

to "cope" with the tasks of learning 7 In her qualitative observations, the Learning 

Center psychologist was able to note an overall improvement in the children's self-

confidence, expressed in their improved ability to communicate and to persist at a 

task. This was apparent to all of the staff in various contexts of the program, yet im

possible to quantify. It was observed by the Head Teacher in connection with the 

numerous projects of the Open Classroom. lt<4ivas in carrying these oirt that the 

children made advances in their ability to plan, to cooperate, to ask fo.r help, to per

severe . . .
 

"" -. .The testing program itself was limited in offering statistical evidence of pro
gress. This was because of the staggered schedule of intake of children and the . 

ispread of the testing'period itself. The psychologist's time limitations and the chil
dren's availability were also considerations in the testing schedule. As a result, two 



10 

children mi«iht receive the diagnostic: battery three months apart. Therefore, the 

test results, partly for reasons of principle, but a!>o, necessarily, served a diag

nostic function rather than a measurement one. 

There was widespread feeling among.''tHe staff that the tests failed, to record 


the children's achievement since they \y<:-re unrelated in content and method *o what » 


was taught at the Learnmcj Center O'ne projection for the future was that the Learn


ing ( enter should develop its own assessment tools tor the particular skills that the 


children were attempting to master
 

'j , 
It would st.-em. apart from the validity of the test scores and of the tests them

selves, that the sole criteria for the children's goal achievement in the Learning Cen-

.ter cannot he the results of formal testing. It should be possible to evaluate a child's 

,;rooress through a particular instructional seguence as it appears in the materials 

and methods of-the Open Classroom and/or in the smaller group. He would then be 

r,£*ed, or referenced against himself, with the criteria for achievement being his 

Jfiovernent toward the objective chosen, i.e. , along the course of the instructional 

/sequence 

\ - c ' 

Other types of assessment might include systematic observation of learning-


related behaviors, e.g. , attention to task where, again,-the cmld is his own refer


ence point and his achievement i? measured against the poiilit from which he has come.
i I 
Here, <..f course1 , it would be necessary to assume the accuracy an\l reliability of the 


tion, but such a skill is tramable.
 

If teacher morale were measurable, this, too, would (: rovide an important 

sourro of information, although not really "hard" evidence. 'Assuming the premise, 

as the learning Center did, that to teacher's self assessmer.*.\is influenced by his/her 

success o.r, failure as a teacher, the degree of satisfaction observed, or level of 

mq.rv»to". would imply a great deal about the children's progress. Although,one might 

'anticipate some face saving illusions of success, it is interesting to note that teacherj 

at the Learning Center were q,u'te explicit, albeit discouraged! in stating that a child 

made l''tle or no progress 

is FOR THE: FUTURE . \ ^ 
... - _ . - . . __ _ ^... ^ \ _ . f 

A sense of confidence in the soundness and stability of the Learning Center's ; 

progress in two ye<i rs leads one to think ahead to the unfolding of an ever-richer .'* ;' 

curriculum Its aim would be (along with the systematic building of reading skills 
in a setting which offers sensory and intellectual stimulation and reinforcement), to 

develop the "habits of mind", the orientation toward learning A which most of the 
childrerl hove not hat! the opportunity to.develop. For the child who. in his early 
years of "action on objects" rarely felt th^.» benefits of the exchange and reinforce

ment of-his discoveries, there is, a compensatory need for this " layer" of growth as '' 
cjre-it or greater than his need for remedial reading. It is not uncommon for "decoding". V ;l 

but poorly thinking children to read without attention to meaning, making substitutions ^
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for 	undecipherable words which have no relationship to the total context. "The mastery 
of phonics'is. after all. only a tool for interpreting the language which brings enlight
enment to" a curious mind. Without the orientation toward meaning for the purpose of 

the 	enlightenment never comes . 

Trie Learning Center's approach to helping the children "learn tov learn". while 
'already operative to a considerable extent., might be strengthened by a more conscious 
approach to this need. This wouldjnvqlve'a two fold effort throughout the curriculum, 
expressed in the'^xpenences of the Open Classroom, in the choice of invented.ancj com--
mercial games, in problem solvingjjlanning sessions, and in one-to-one dialogues. 

The first part is an all embracing encouragement of creative and critical thinking, 
and seeks to 

/ 	 * . ' . 
1) 	 Help the children organize and integrate much that they already know 

on some Idvel,' but since it was acguired chaotically and poorlyv 
forced. h.Ms barely been articulated 

2) 	 Broaden the chiIdren's self .awareness by developing self-consciousne 

concerning learning arid the evolution, strategy and tools of their own 
thinking. ^ 

\ 

1) 	 Develop a sensitivity to "process^, to the seguence and causes and 
con sequences of events natural, .physical arad behavioral as well. ... 

^/ 	 \ - . 
4) Build specific cognitive ^kills that aid abstract thinking, such as: 

, the ability to distinguish relevant from irrelevant dataMhe use of 
categorical thinking in all its complexity, the abil'ty to infer and to 

» use strategic thinking. 

r^5 

The second part involves the building of a fund of concepts pertaining to rela- / 

tipnships ot all kinds., to time, to space, to guantity. These might be focal to the on

going activities of the Open Classroom, e.g... the measurement a*nd seguence involved 

in cooking, woodworking, planting experiences. They might also constitute the 

specific objectives of a-mathematics or science or bi cultural enrichmenflesson.
 

The guestioning and pursuit of solutions which this focus on "thinking" implies 
would, if successful', permeate the total environment of the Learning Center. It would 
be 	reflected in the provocative and stimulating visual displays, with material to inter
pret as well as to vipw. It would be heard in the more communicative* language of the -
children. It would be seen in the more purposeful application to tasks of all kinds. As 
a further innovative contribution of the Sloane Learning Center, it would accomplish 
foremosj Brunerian objective of educaJJMn^ji .e. . to ".give to children a respect for the 

_p0w~ers of their own thinking, for thelP^iSSier to generate good guestions. to come up 
with interesting informed guesse.s. " _ > 
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SUMMARY 
v .. 	 . 

In the context of the widespread destruction of quality educational services, 
it seems necessary to add the obvious . That is, that the Learning Center 
With whatever"resources are available its soundness of structure and its high 
4ty of leadership to staff through its practices in training "and supervision. The 
uniqueness of Its contribution*in die foil >wing areas suggests a value beyond the 
immediate community service it p<irforms; ximmi 

1) Its demonstration of the degree to which structure and leadership
 > are essential to the-succes" of a community-based education 

* ' « . > 	 ; ,;ip 
2) Its exploration and modification of the Open Classroom form for ~'; 

a severely deprived children. . ". 

< -	 * '' ' " ' -' 
' 3) Its provocative experience relating to the development of revised 

* evaluation criteria for children's progress in learning. 

. 	 ' ' '.'-
a) 	 Its high level of service, unique for a social service agency, inan v..,. 

oil-embracing educational therapy flowirjg from ongoing diagnostic- _/ 
prescriptive assessments . . 

!$& ' '.-' 
As a demonstration project to other communities, as a source, for research* as:^|| 

a field far teacher and.para'professional training, the Sloane Learning'Center has ** 
two years of heuristic experience to share In a mutually beneficial exchange with : 
O»her institutions and communities, the Center should, with continued and adequatei :,^ 
financial support, enhance its accomplishments as an outstanding educational pro-f J!Ji 




